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Editorial Note
I am satisfied to specify that during the year 2019, all issues of Medical 

Reports and Case Studies (MRCS), volume 5 were distributed online well 
inside the time and the print issues were additionally brought out and 
dispatched inside 30 days of distributing the issue on the web. The target of 
JPM is to distribute exceptional, high-caliber and unique exploration papers 
close by important and keen audits. 

All things considered, the journal tries to be lively, captivating and open, 

and simultaneously integrative and testing. Each issue of the journal contain 
various kinds of papers, generally the primary, Regional Spotlights; give a 
short contemporary and provocative "supposition piece" on an issue in the 
field of Physical Mathematics. The second, Critical Reviews, give a basic and 
succinct yet extensive and contemporary survey of a specific topic explicit to 
the Internal Medicine.

The third sort of paper, Research Papers, was more customary in 
structure and exhibited a sound hypothetical and additionally methodological 
supporting and an unmistakable commitment to information in the field.

So as to distribute forward-thinking, high-caliber and unique exploration, 
MRCS tries to coin a special issue-2020 on Coronavirus illness pandemic. 
Hence, Editorial Board individuals from MRCS are chosen Upcoming special 
issue title as "Diabetes Research". The points to be secured under this are:

• Latest Research on Diabetes

• Advanced Type 1 Diabetes Treatment

• Advances of Diabetes Cure

• Obesity and Diabetes

• Pathophysiology of Diabetes

I would like to acknowledge the contribution of Dr. Williams during the 
final editing of articles published and the support rendered by the editorial 
assistant, Ms. William Rupert in bringing out issues of MRCS in time. I would 
also like to express my gratitude to all the authors, reviewers, the publisher, 
the advisory and the editorial board of MRCS, the office bearers and staff for 
their support in bringing out yet another volume of MRCS and look forward 
to their unrelenting support to bring out the Volume 5 of MRCS in scheduled 
MRCS.
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